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L-1        
Stinson 74 Vigilant 
 
Specifications:            
span:  50'11", 15.52 m 
length:  33'2", 10.11 m 
engines: 1 Lycoming R-680-9 
max. speed: 129 mph, 208 km/h  
 

 
(Source: William T. Larkins) 

 
In April 1942 (or possibly earlier) those O-49s, O-49As and O-49Bs remaining in service were redesignated as respectively L-1, 
L-1A and L-1B. In 1943 113 L-1As were converted as ambulance aircraft and were redesignated as L-1C (including 41-18919, 
41-18925, 41-18963, 41-18967, 41-19054, 41-19056, 41-19070, 41-19073 and 41-19074) whilst 21 L-1As (including 41-18967) 
were converted as L-1D glider tugs. Also in the same year, seven L-1As were fitted with ambulance interiors and Edo floats as 
L-1E (including serials 40-269, 40-283 and 40-3140), whilst another four L-1As (including 41-18912 and 41-19007) and a single 
L-1C were fitted with Edo floats as L-1F. Eventually remaining aircraft were redesignated as ZL-1B, ZL-1D, ZL-1E and ZL-1F. 
            
Refer also to CQ-2, O-49 

 



L-2        
Taylorcraft Grasshopper 
 
Specifications:            
span:  33'5", 10.19 m 
length:  22'9", 6.93 m 
engines: 1 Continental O-170-3 
max. speed: 93 mph, 150 km/h 
 

 
(Source: goldenageofaviation.org/L-2.htm) 

 
In April 1942 (or possibly earlier) those O-57s remaining in service were redesignated as L-2 whilst O-57As, some of which still 
being constructed, were redesignated as L-2A. In addition a further 140 of the latter version were built outright as L-2A with 
serials 42-38498/38537 and 43-25754/25853.  
The L-2B was a version used for artillery spotting and 490 were built with serials 43-001/490.  
In 1943 thirteen civilian models DC65, which were fitted with a Continental A65-8 engine, were impressed as L-2C and received 
the serials 43-2860, 43-2862/2866, 43-2868/2873 and 43-2901.  
In a similar way a single model DL65, with a Lycoming O-145-B2 was impressed as L-2D and serial 43-2902. Eventually it was 
redesignated as ZL-2D. 
The designation L-2E was used for ten impressed models DF65 which had a Franklin 4AC-150 engine and received serials 
43-2859, 43-2861, 43-2867, 43-2890/2892 and 43-2903/2906.  
Seven models BL65 were impressed as L-2F. They had a span of 36', 10.97 m, a length of 22', 6.71m and a Lycoming O-145-B1 
engine. The serials were 42-79556, 43-2881/2883, 43-2889, 43-2893 and 43-2908. The first one was originally designated as 
UC-95 although other sources have suggested that the other six aircraft were also originally designated as such.  
The designation L-2G was assigned to two models BFT65 which were similar to the L-2F but were fitted with a Franklin 4AC-150 
engine. The serials were 43-2888 and 43-2907.  
Nine BC12-65 aircraft were impressed as L-2H with serials 43-2874, 43-2879/2880, 43-2885/2886, 43-2895/2897 and 43-2900. 
They were similar to the L-2F but had a Continental A65-7 engine. 
The L-2J was similar to the L-2F and the designation was used for five models BL12-65 which had been impressed in 1943 
with serials 43-2875/2877 and 43-2898/2899.  
Four models BF12-65, similar to the L-2F but with a Franklin 4AC-150 engine, were impressed as L-2K with serials 43-2878, 
43-2884, 43-2887 and 43-2894. Eventually those remaining in service were redesignated as ZL-2K. 
The final impressed aircraft was a BF50 which was similar to the L-2K and was impressed as L-2L with serial 42-79559. 
Eventually it was redesignated as ZL-2L. 
The final production version was the L-2M. These had a span of 36', 10.97m, a length of 22'5", 6.83 m and a Continental 
O-170-3. 900 were built with serials 43-25854/26753.  
            
Refer also to C-95, O-57, TG-6, LNT 

 



L-3        
Aeronca Grasshopper 
 
Specifications:            
span:  35'5", 10.80 m 
length:  22'4", 6.81 m 
engines: 1 Continental O-170-3 
max. speed: 87 mph, 140 km/h 
 

 
(Source: Gordon Hubbard, via 1000aircraftphotos.com photo #4485) 

 
In April 1942 (or possibly earlier) those O-58s, O-58As and O-58Bs remaining in service were redesignated respectively as L-3, 
L-3A and L-3B. In addition the production of the L-3B continued with serials 42-38458/38497 and 43-26754/27253, bringing 
the total built as O-57B/L-3B to 875.  
The L-3C version lacked the radio equipment and 490 were built with serials 43-1471/1960 whilst a batch with serials 
42-60281/60777 was cancelled.  
The serials 43-2809/2858 were used for 50 impressed aircraft designated in the L-3D to L-3J range, although it is not possible 
to accurately connect a serial with an aircraft. Exceptions are 43-2813 and 43-2842, which have been identified as L-3D, and 
43-2820 which has been identified as L-2E. The impressments, which took place in 1942 were designated as L-3D (eleven 
models 65TF fitted with a Franklin 4AC-17G), L-3E (twelve models 65TC with a Continental A65-8), L-3F (nineteen models 
65CA with a Continental A65-8 and a length of 21'1", 6.43 m), L-3G (four models 65L with a Lycoming O-145-B1 and a length 
of 21'2", 6.43 m), L-3H (one model 65TL with a Lycoming O-145-B1 and L-3J (one model 65TC with a Continental A65-7). The 
latter aircraft were eventually redesignated as ZL-3H and ZL-3J. Separately a single aircraft was impressed as L-3F with serial 
42-78044.  
            
Refer also to O-58, TG-5, LNR 
 

 



L-4        
Piper J3C-65 Cub 
 
Specifications:            
span:  35'3", 10.80 m 
length:  22'4", 6.81 m 
engines: 1 Continental O-170-3 
max. speed: 87 mph, 140 km/h 
 

 
(Source: William T. Larkins) 

 
In April 1942 (or possibly earlier) those O-59s and O-59As that remained in service were redesignated as respectively L-4 and 
L-4A. In addition to the redesignated aircraft, a number of L-4As were built outright with that designation and had serials 
42-38380/38457 and 43-29048/29246. On 11 June 1948 those remaining in service were redesignated as ZL-4A.  
The L-4B designation was assigned to a version of the L-4A without radio equipment. 980 were ordered with serials 
43-491/1470. Those remaining in service on 11 June 1948 were redesignated as ZL-4B.  
The designation L-4C was assigned to eleven civil models J3L-65 which were impressed in 1942. They had a length of 22'3", 
6.78 m and a Lycoming O-145 and the serials were 42-79557/79558 (which had originally been designated as UC-83A), 
43-2923, 43-2925, 43-2927, 43-2932, 43-2959, 43-2960, 43-2961, 49-2963 and 43-2967.  
Five models J3F-65, which had a length of 22'7", 6.88 m and a Franklin 4AC-176, were impressed as L-4D and with serials 
43-2914, 43-2924, 43-2992 and 43-2995/2996.  
The L-4E designation was assigned to 17 impressed models J4E including one originally designated as UC-83B. They had a  
span of 36'2", 11.02 m, a length of 22'6", 6.86 m and a Continental A75-9. The serials were 42-79555, 43-2941, 43-2954/2958, 
43-2973/2974, 43-2989/2990 and 43-3003/3008.  
44 models J5A, including some originally impressed as UC-83, were given the designation L-4F. These aircraft had a span of 
35'3", 10.80 m, a length of 22'6", 6.86 m and a Continental A75-9 engine. The serials were 42-57507, 42-79551/79554, 
42-107425, 43-2909, 43-2911/2912, 43-2915/2920, 43-2922, 43-2926, 43-2930/2931, 43-2934/2935, 43-2937/2939, 
43-2947/2949, 43-2952/2953, 43-2964/2966, 43-2968/2970, 43-2978, 43-2980, 43-2991, 43-2993, 43-2999/3002, and 
44-52988. The L-4F designation was again used in 1951 when six Cubs were purchased on behalf of foreign nations with serials 
51-16086/16091.  
41 models J5B, which were similar to the L-4F except for a Lycoming GO-145-C2 engine, were impressed as L-4G. The serials 
were 43-2910, 43-2913, 43-2921, 43-2928/2929, 43-2933, 43-2936, 43-2940, 43-2942/2946, 43-2950/2951, 43-2963, 
43-2971/2972, 43-2975/2977, 43-2979, 43-2981/2988, 43-2994 and 43-2997/2998 whilst the serials of another nine aircraft are 
not known.    
The L-4H was the next major production version which was based on the L-4A but had a Lycoming O-170-3 engine. 1801 were 
built with serials 43-29247/30547 and 44-79545/80044. In addition a number of earlier aircraft were converted to this standard, 
including 43-29049, 43-29073, 43-29144, 43-29150, 43-29172; 43-29173 and 43-29175. 
This was followed by the more or less identical L-4J of which 1672 were built with serials 44-80045/80844, 45-4401/5200, 
45-55175/55215 and 45-55224/55264. Aircraft with serials 45-55216/55223 were cancelled. Some of the cancelled aircraft were 
completed and transferred to the civilian market.  
Several L-4Bs with serials 43-518, 43-522, 43-545, 43-546, 43-554, 43-1004, 43-1027, 43-1037, 43-1297, 43-1336, 43-1388, 
43-1391, 43-1439, 43-1440 and 43-29150 were converted as L-4K.  
On 10 June 1948 those L-4Js and L-4Ks remaining in service were redesignated as ZL-4K.  
During the invasion of southern Europe during World War II, several LST ships were modified to carry and launch six L-4s of 
unspecified type to spot for the Army artilllery. According to sources the LSTs were Coast Guard manned whilst it is not clear 
whether the aircraft were USAAF or USN aircraft. The L-4s landed later on an improvised strip on land. 
            
Refer also to C-83, L-14, O-59, TG-8, AE, HE, NE, LNP 

 



L-5        
Stinson 76 Sentinel 
 
Specifications:            
span:  34', 10.36 m 
length:  24'1", 7.34 m 
engines: l Lycoming O-435-1 
max. speed: 115 mph, 185 km/h 
 

 
(Source: William T. Larkins) 

 
In April 1942 (or possibly earlier) those O-62s which had been ordered with serials 42-14798/15072, were redesignated as L-5 
before the first aircraft was delivered. Production continued as L-5 with serials 42-98036/99573, bringing the total built to 1813. 
Five remaining in service on 18 September 1962 were redesignated as U-19A.  
The designation L-5A was reportedly used for some 688 L-5s after the electrical system had been changed although official 
records do not make reference to this. Another reference has suggested the L-5A was the designation of a version with a 
Ranger in line engine that was never built.  
The L-5B version was fitted with stretchers and 712 were built with serials 42-99574/99735 and 44-16703/17252. Some went 
to the RAF as Sentinel II.  
The L-5C version was fitted with a camera system and 200 were built with serials 44-17253/17452.  
The L-5D version was not built although it has been suggested that this designation applied to L-5s completed to the L-5C 
standards.  
750 examples of the L-5E were built with serials 44-17453/18202. These aircraft had a STOL capability and several were 
supplied to the USMC as OY-1. One aircraft, 44-17939 was fitted by NACA with a five bladed experimental propeller. 
A single L-5B was fitted with a Lycoming O-435-2 engine and was redesignated as XL-5F. The serial was 44-17103. It was 
later re-converted as L-5B. 
The L-5G had a Lycoming O-435-11 engine and 115 were delivered with serials 45-34911/35025 whilst another 785 were 
cancelled. Also aircraft with serials 45-35026/35057 (and probably more) were ordered but they were probably not delivered, 
instead going to the CAA and other civilian operators. In 1957 a single example was procured as a glider tug for the USAF 
Academy. It carried serial 57-6278 and was redesignated as U-19B on 18 September 1962.  
            
Refer also to L-9, O-54, O-62, U-19, OY 

 



L-6        
Interstate Grasshopper 
 
Specifications:            
span:  35'6", 10.82 m 
length:  23'5", 7.14 m 
engines: 1 Franklin O-200-5 
max. speed: 114 mph, 183 km/h 
 

 
(Source: nationalmuseum.af.mil/factsheets/index.asp) 

 
Based on the S-1B Cadet, the single XO-63 with serial 42-15895, was redesignated as XL-6 in April 1942 (or possibly earlier). 
The aircraft had a XO-200-5 engine. This was followed by the production of 250 L-6s with serials 43-2559/2808 which had been 
ordered as O-63.  
            
Refer also to O-63, L-8 

 



L-7        
Universal 90AF Monocoupe 
 
Specifications:            
span:  32', 9.75 m 
length:  22'11", 6.99 m 
engines: 1 Franklin O-200-1 
max. speed: 120 mph, 193 km/h 
 

 
A L-7A in French service (Source: J. Drabier) 

 
20 L-7As were ordered with serials 42-88638/88657. 19 of these were delivered to France whilst aircraft 42-88655 was 
cancelled.  
 



L-8        
Interstate S.1A Cadet 
 
Specifications:            
span:  35'6", 10.82 m 
length:  24', 7.32 m 
engines: 1 Continental O-170-3 
max. speed: 107 mph, 172 km/h 

 
Eight L-8As were ordered with serials 42-88658/88665 and were delivered to Bolivia. The designation ZL-8A has also been 
quoted for these aircraft. 
            
Refer also to L-6, O-63 

 



L-9        
Stinson Voyager 
 
Specifications:            
span:  34', 10.36 m 
length:  22', 6.71 m 
engines: 1 Franklin O-200-1 
max. speed: 115 mph, 185 km/h 
 

 
(Source: USAAF) 

 
Eight aircraft were ordered as L-9A and with serials 42-88666/88673. They were meant to be designated as AT-19A but became 
L-9A before they were delivered. Some references have suggested that these aircraft were impressed. Alternatively, one source 
has suggested that these aircraft were for Bolivia and were also referred to as ZL-9A. In addition, some sources have incorrectly 
linked these aircraft to the model 108, a type that did not appear until 1944. 
Twelve models 10A, with a Franklin 4AC-199-E3 engine, were meant to be impressed as AT-19B but were designated as L-9B 
instead. The serials were 42-94130 (NC39454), 42-94136 (NC31559), 42-97051 (NC39456), 42-97430 (NC32271), 42-97432 
(NC31538), 42-97434 (NC31530), 42-107278 (NC31548), 42-107406 (NC31596), 42-107407 (NC32258), 42-107408 
(NC31541), 42-107409 (NC34602) and 42-107410 (NC31589).  
It has been suggested that the L-9As and L-9Bs were delivered to the Royal Navy but there is no supporting evidence to confirm 
this. 
            
Refer also to AT-19, L-5, O-54, O-62, U-19, OY 

 



L-10       
Ryan SCW.145 
 
Specifications:            
span:  37'6", 11.43 m 
length:  26'7", 8.10 m 
engines: 1 Warner 50-499 
max. speed: 152 mph, 245 km/h 
 
A single aircraft which was previously registered as NC18916, was impressed as L-10 or ZL-10 with serial 42-107412. It was 
used in the Canadian Oil (Canol) project undertaken by the US Army Corps of Engineers. In November 1944 the aircraft, which 
was one of the 16 produced, was returned to civilian use as NC126 and N46207. Its construction number was 211. It is possible 
that it never carried USAAF markings. 
 



L-11       
Bellanca 31-50 
 
Specifications:            
span:  50'6", 15.39 m 
length:  27'11", 8.51 m 
engines: 1 Pratt & Whitney R-1340-41 
max. speed: 190 mph, 306 km/h 
 
A single aircraft was impressed as L-11 or ZL-11 with serial 42-107421. It was used from May 1944 to October 1944 in the 
Canadian Oil (Canol) project undertaken by the US Army Corps of Engineers. The identity of the aircraft cannot be determined 
and, as only 7 Bellanca 31-50s were built in the USA against 13 in Canada by Northwestern Industries, there is a possibility that 
the aircraft concerned was Canadian registered. It is further possible that the USAAF markings were never carried. 
 



L-12       
Stinson Reliant 
 
Specifications:            
span:  43'4", 13.21 m 
length:  27', 8.23 m 
engines: 1 Lycoming R-680-9 
max. speed: 138 mph, 222 km/h 
 
Two civil models SR.5A were impressed as L-12 with serials 44-52994 and 44-52996.  
Two civilian models SM.7B, which had a Pratt & Whitney R-985-A engine, were impressed as L-12A and with serials 44-52992 
and 44-52995.  
            
Refer also to AT-19, C-81, GQ, RQ, R3Q 

 



L-13       
Convair 105 
 
Specifications:            
span:  40'6", 12.34 m 
length:  31'9", 9.68 m 
engines: 1 Franklin O-425-9 
max. speed: 115 mph, 185 km/h 
 

 
(Source: USAF) 

 

Designed by Stinson, two XL-13 prototypes were built by Vultee with serials 45-58708/58709. These aircraft had an XO-425-5 
engine.  
Production was undertaken by Convair as the L-13A. 300 were built with serials 46-068/213 and 47-267/420. Aircraft with serials 
46-188, 46-190 and 47-288 were used as EL-13A.  
29 of the L-13As were converted for Arctic use as L-13B, being capable of having either wheels, floats or skis fitted. The serials 
of the aircraft were 46-072, 46-110/111 and 47-395/420. A further development designated as L-13C was cancelled.  
 
In early 1945 the XL-13 designation was linked to a Fairchild design for a two litter ambulance aircraft with 1 Lycoming O-435 
engine. 
 



L-14       
Piper J5C Cruiser 
 
Specifications:            
span:  35'10", 10.92 m 
length:  23'5", 7.14 m 
engines: 1 Lycoming O-290-3 
max. speed: 102 mph, 164 km/h 
 

 
(Source: W/K/ Giles, via Aerofiles.com) 

 
A three seat version of the Cub, five YL-14s were ordered with serials 45-55525/55529. Production of 845 L-14s with serials 
45-55530/56374 was cancelled. It has, however, been reported that nine aircraft of the latter batch were completed and 
converted for civilian use. All aircraft were sold on the civilian market with nine going to the Philippines, one each to France, 
Spain, Italy, England, whilst one remained in the USA. The latter aircraft was eventually restored and was flown with the 45-
55529 serial whilst the aircraft sold to Spain was later flwn as 45-55531. Apart from these restored aircraft, none of the YL-14s 
or L-14s flew with military markings.  
            
Refer also to C-83, L-4, O-59, TG-8, AE, HE, NE, LNP 

 



L-15       
Boeing 451 
 
Specifications:            
span:  40', 12.19 m 
length:  25'10", 7.87 m 
engines: 1 Lycoming O-290-7 
max. speed: 104 mph, 167 km/h 
 

 
(Source: David Gauthier, via 1000aircraftphotos.com photo #8985) 

 
This light observation aircraft was originally designed as the Stearman 200. Two XL-15 prototypes were built for the US Army 
with serials 46-520/521 and the first flight was on 13 July 1947. This was followed by 10 pre-production YL-15 aircraft with 
serials 47-423/432. Production of 47 L-15s with serials 47-433/479 was cancelled in 1949. The latter have also been referred 
to as L-15B. 
 



L-16       
Aeronca Champion 
 
Specifications:            
span:  35'1", 10.69 m 
length:  21'6", 6.55 m 
engines: 1 Continental O-190-1 
max. speed: 103 mph, 166 km/h 
 

 
(Source: USAF) 

 
The Champion was used as a liaison aircraft for the Civil Air Patrol and the National Guard. 509 examples of the L-16A version 
were built with serials 47-788/1296. They were based on the civilian model 7BC whilst the L-16B was based on the model 7EC 
and was fitted with a Continental O-205-1 engine. 100 examples of the L-16B were built with serials 48-424/523.  
One aircraft with serial 48-511 has also been identified as AL-16B. 

 



L-17       
North American/Ryan Navion 
 
Specifications:            
span:  33'4", 10.16 m 
length:  27'3", 8.31 m 
engines: 1 Continental O-470-7 
max. speed: 150 mph, 241 km/h 
 

 
(Source: William T. Larkins) 

 
The Navion was initially designed and built by North American as the NA-145 but the design and production rights were sold to 
Ryan.  
The 83 L-17As were built by North American and, most likely, sold to Ryan for delivery to the US Army and had serials 
47-1297/1379. On 18 September 1962 those remaining in service were redesignated as U-18A. Six L-17As were converted by 
Temco as QL-17A target drones. These included serial 47-1334, 47-1344 and 47-1351,  
The L-17B was the first version built by Ryan and was fitted with an O-470-9 engine. 163 were built with serials 48-921/1078 
and 49-1961/1965 and those remaining in service on 18 September 1962 were redesignated as U-18B.  
Some 35 L-17As were converted by Ryan with improved brakes and fuel tanks and were redesignated as L-17C. The serials 
included 47-1298/1301, 47-1303/1313, 47-1315/1319, 47-1321/1328 and 47-1335. Those remaining in service on 18 
September 1962 were redesignated as U-18C.  
The XL-17D version was fitted with a Lycoming O-435-17 engine. They had previously been designated as XL-22A and carried 
serials 51-16425/16427.  
 
Refer also to L-22, U-18 

 



L-18       
Piper Super Cub 
 
Specifications:            
span:  35'3", 10.74 m 
length:  22'5", 6.83 m 
engines: 1 Continental O-205-1 
max. speed: 120 mph, 193 km/h 
 

 
(Source: USAF?) 

 
Based on the Piper Cub, the L-18A designation was used for a projected development of the L-4J for Turkey. The aircraft had 
a length of 22'4", 6.81 m and a Continental C90-8F but the order did not take place.  
The first production version was the L-18B, to which the specifications apply, and 105 were ordered for Turkey with serials 
49-2774/2878. They had the model designation PA-11.  
The model designation PA-18 was applied to 839 L-18Cs which had a length of 22'6", 6.86 m and a Lycoming O-290-1 engine. 
Of these aircraft 108 were supplied to other nations whilst 243 used by civil flying schools under contract from the USAF flew 
with civil registrations based on the serial number. The serials were 50-1745/1812, 51-15272/15653, 52-2376/2539, 
53-4665/4848, 54-719/758 and 55-4749, although the latter may have been designated as L-21C..  
          
Refer also to L-4, L-21, U-7 

 



L-19       
Cessna 305 Bird Dog 
 
Specifications:            
span:  36', 10.97 m 
length:  25', 7.62 m 
engines: 1 Continental O-470-11 
max. speed: 130 mph, 209 km/h 
 

 
(Source: David Horn, via 1000aircraftphotos.com photo #8827) 

 
1511 examples of the L-19A light observation aircraft were built for the US Army with serials 50-1327/1744, 51-4534/5109, 
51-7286/7481, 51-11912/12911, 51-16428/16462, 51-16864/16973, 53-508/532, 53-2873/2878, 53-7698/7717, 53-7968/8067 
and 54-1641/1665, whilst a batch with serials 52-7996/8067 was cancelled. A number of these were supplied to Canada and 
Chile whilst the USMC received a number as OE-1. On 18 September 1962 those remaining in service were redesignated as 
O-1A. A number of L-19As, including 51-4943, 51-7457 and 51-12138, were converted as TL-19A trainers, later redesignated 
as TO-1A.  
The designation XL-19B was assigned to a single aircraft with serial 52-1804, which was fitted with a Boeing XT50-BO-1 engine.  
The XL-19C version, of which two were built with serials 52-6311/6312, had a Continental XT51-T-1 engine.  
The TL-19D was an instrument trainer with an O-470-15 engine. 310 were built with serials 55-4649/4748 and 57-2772/2981. 
On 18 September 1962 they were redesignated as TO-1D.  
The L-19E version, which had a length of 25'10", 7.87 m, was also supplied to Canada, Italy and South Korea. 450 aircraft were 
built and the serials were 56-2467/2696, 56-4034/4038, 56-4161/4235, 57-1606/1609, 57-5983/6028, 57-6268/6277, 
59-5928/5929, 61-2030/2037, 61-2955/3024 and 62-12280/12288. On 18 September 1962 those remaining in service were 
redesignated as O-1E.  Twenty were converted as TL-19E and were later redesignated as TO-1E. 
The L-19L designation has been used for a Canadian procured Cessna C182D.  
            
Refer also to O-1, OE 

 



L-20       
De Havilland Canada Beaver 
 
Specifications:            
span:  48', 14.63 m 
length:  30'3", 9.22 m 
engines: 1 Pratt & Whitney R-985-AN-1 
max. speed: 180 mph, 290 km/h 
 

 
(Source: Jaques Trempe, via 1000aircraftphotos.com photo #3048) 

 
The Beaver flew for the first time on 16 August 1947 and a total of 1657 were built for all customers. The US Army procured 
four and the USAF procured two YL-20s with serials 51-5110/5111 and 51-6263/6266. The C-127 designation was applied 
briefly before the orders were placed. 
This was followed by several production orders for 971 L-20As with serials 51-16463/16571, 51-16752/16863, 52-6059/6161, 
53-2781/2846, 53-3711/3737, 53-7888/7967, 53-8159/8170, 54-1666/1739, 55-681/708, 55-3481/3489, 55-4582/4612, 
56-351/426, 56-4397/4447, 57-2559/2588, 57-6137/6182, 57-6522/6525, 58-1978/2077, 58-7020/7024, 59-5916/5918, 
60-3528/3529 and 61-2940/2942. In addition the US Navy ordered three with this designation and serials 150191, 150192 and 
151348. Those aircraft remaining in service on 18 September 1962 were redesignated as U-6A.  
The L-20B version had several minor design changes and six were delivered with serials 53-7780/7785.  
            
Refer also to U-6, U2C 

 



L-21       
Piper PA-18 Super Cub 
 
Specifications:            
span:  35'3", 10.74 m 
length:  22'6", 6.86 m 
engines: 1 Lycoming O-290-11 
max. speed: 130 mph, 209 km/h 
 

 
(Source: US Army, via San Diego Air and Space Museum) 

 
Two YL-21s were procured for testing with serials 51-6495/6496. These aircraft were fitted with a O-290-D engine.  
The first production version was the L-21A of which 150 were built for the US Army with serials 51-15654/15803. Several of 
these were later converted as TL-21A trainers, including 51-15782.  
The L-21B version had a O-290-D2 engine and 584 were built for the USAF with serials 52-6220/6294, 53-3738/3784, 
53-4849/4877, 53-7718/7779, 54-2309/2663, 54-2826/2835, 55-4578/4581 and 61-2928/2929. Most were supplied to other 
nations and those remaining in service on 18 September 1962 were redesignated as U-7A.  
A L-21C development was not proceeded with although L-18C 55-4749 has been referred to as L-21C.  
            
Refer also to L-18, U-7 

 



L-22       
Ryan 260 Super Navion 
 
Specifications:            
span:  33'5", 10.19 m           
length:  27'8", 8.43 m          
engines: 1 Lycoming O-435-7 
max. speed: 174 mph, 280 km/h    
 
Three XL-22As were ordered by the US Army in 1952 with serials 51-16425/16427 but were redesignated as XL-17D before 
delivery.  
            
Refer also to L-17 

 



L-23       
Beechcraft Seminole 
 
Specifications:            
span:  45'3", 13.79 m 
length:  31'7", 9.63 m 
engines: 2 Lycoming O-435-17 
max. speed: 220 mph, 354 km/h 
 

 
(Source: Ron Dupas, via 1000aircraftphotos.com photo #3016) 

 
The Seminole was a military version of the Twin Bonanza which had first flown on 15 November 1949. Four were procured in 
1952 for evaluation as YL-23 and they received serials 52-1800/1803.  
This was followed by the near identical L-23A of which 55 were delivered with serials 52-6162/6216. YL-23 52-1801 was also 
converted to this standard. Most of these were later converted to L-23D standards.  
Except for some detail differences the L-23B was identical to the L-23A and 40 were built with serials 53-6153/6192. In addition 
L-23As with serials 52-6164 and 52-6178 were converted as L-23B. Most of the L-23Bs were later remanufactured as L-23D 
with serials in FY1957 and 1958.  
A single aircraft, with serial 55-3465, was procured by the USAF for tests as XL-23C. It was later converted to U-8G standards.  
The L-23D version had a span of 45'4", 13.82 m and 2 Lycoming O-480-1 engines giving it a max. speed of 233 mph, 375 km/h. 
Based on the Twin Bonanza C50 178 were built with serials 56-3695/3718, 57-3084/3101, 57-6029/6094, 58-1329/1353, 
58-3048/3092 and 59-2535/2543. Some of them were rebuilt aircraft. Those aircraft remaining in service on 18 September 1962 
were redesignated as U-8D.  
A number of L-23Ds were fitted with a radar pod as RL-23D. The serials were 57-3093, 57-3095/3097, 57-3101, 57-6030, 
57-6032, 57-6044, 57-6046, 57-6049/6053, 57-6057, 57-6059, 57-6060, 57-6063, 57-6069, 57-6075, 57-6076, 57-6078, 
57-6082, 58-1348, 58-3050, 58-3052, 58-3059/2061, 58-3064, 58-3075, 58-3077, 58-3078, 58-3086, 58-3089, 59-2536, 59-
2537 and 59-2538. In addition some were ordered outright as RL-23D. The serials of the latter were 58-1357/1364, and 
59-4990/4992. Those remaining in service on 18 September 1962 were redesignated as RU-8D.  
The L-23E was based on the Twin Bonanza D50A and had GO-480-G2D6 engines. 6 were ordered with serials 56-4039/4044 
and were redesignated as U-8E on 18 September 1962.  
The L-23F was a military version of the Queen Air 65. They had a span of 45'11", 14.00 m, length of 33'4", 10.16 m, 2 Lycoming 
IGSO-480-A1A6 engines and a max. speed of 240 mph, 386 km/h. The first three aircraft, 58-1354/1356, were procured for 
evaluation and were followed by production of a number of aircraft with serials 60-3453/3463, 60-5386/5390, 61-2426/2430 and 
62-3832/3875. On 18 September 1962 those aircraft remaining in service were redesignated as U-8F under which designation 
further aircraft were procured.  
            
Refer also to T-62, C-6 and U-8 

 



L-24       
Helio H391 Courier 
 
Specifications:            
span:  39', 11.88 m 
length:  31', 9.45 m 
engines: 1 Lycoming GO-480 
max. speed: 176 mph, 283 km/h 
 

 
(Source: Kramer Morgan, via 1000aircraftphotos.com photo #3608) 

 
One YL-24 with serial 52-2540 was procured for evaluation by the US Army.  
It is claimed that the L-24A designation was used for three Super Couriers which had been purchased for evaluation, but these 
may have been designated as L-28A.  
            
Refer also to L-28, U-10 

 



L-25       
McDonnell M82 
 
Specifications:            
rdm.:  31', 9.45 m 
length:  50'5", 15.37 m 
engines: 1 Continental R-975-19 
max. speed: 203 mph, 327 km/h 
            

 
An early drawing of the model M82 (Source: McDonnell) 

 
XL-25 was the initial designation of the convertiplane aircraft which was later redesignated as XH-35 and XV-1. The serials 
were 53-4016/4017.  
 
Refer also to H-35, V-1 

 



L-26       
Aero Commander 
 
Specifications:            
span:  44'7", 13.59 m 
length:  34'5", 10.49 m 
engines: 2 Lycoming GO-435-C2B 
max. speed: 211 mph, 339 km/h 

 

 
(Source: Collin Gyeness, via 1000aircraftphotos.com photo #11665) 

 
The twin engined Aero Commander had first flown on 23 April 1948 and evolved into a series of aircraft. Based on the model 
520, to which the specifications apply, the US Army ordered three YL-26s for evaluation with serials 52-6217/6219. On 18 
September 1962 those aircraft remaining in service were redesignated as YU-9A.  
The USAF tested a model 560 as YL-26A and with serial 55-3815. It was similar to the YL-26 except for GO-480-B engines.  
The L-26B version was based on the model 560A and had a span of 44'1", 13.44 m, a length of 35'5", 10.80 m and Lycoming 
GO-480-D1A engines. 13 were ordered by the USAF with serials 55-4634/4646, of which 55-4634/4639 and 55-4646 were 
ordered as VL-26B. They were redesignated as U-4A in 1960. The US Army ordered a single example with serial 57-1791 and 
this aircraft was redesignated as U-9B on 18 September 1962.  
The L-26C was based on the model 680 which was identical to the L-26B but had GSO-480-A1A-6 engines. The USAF procured 
two with serials 55-4647/4648 for use as Presidential aircraft. These aircraft were redesignated as U-4B in 1960. The US Army 
also procured four aircraft with serials 56-4023/4026 and these were redesignated as U-9C on 18 September 1962.  
The US Army used four models 680, similar to the L-26C, with a radar in the lower fuselage. The aircraft were designated 
RL-26D and the serials were 57-6183/6184 and 58-5512/5513. On 18 September 1962 these aircraft were redesignated as 
RU-9D. Some reference sources list 58-5512/5513 as cancelled.  
The NL-26D designation was used for an electronics development aircraft with serial 57-6531. Similar to the L-26C it was 
redesignated as NU-9D on 18 September 1962.  
            
Refer also to U-4, U-9. 

 



L-27       
Cessna 310 
 
Specifications:            
span:  36', 10.97 m 
length:  27.1", 8.26 m 
engines: 2 Continental O-470-N 
max. speed: 232 mph, 373 km/h 
 

 
(Source: nationalmuseum.af.mil/factsheets/index.asp) 

 
The USAF ordered 160 L-27As with serials 57-5846/5925 and 58-2107/2186.  
In August 1958 these were redesignated as U-3A.  
Some reference sources have incorrectly suggested the redesignation took place in 1960 and have advanced the L-27B 
designation for what eventually became U-3Bs.  
 
Refer also to U-3 

 



L-28       
Helio H-395 Super Courier 
 
Specifications:            
span:  39', 11.89 m 
length:  31', 9.45 m 
engines: 1 Lycoming GO-480-G1D6 
max. speed: 176 mph, 281 km/h 
 

 
(Source: San Diego Air & Space Museum) 

 
Ten L-28As were ordered by the USAF with serials 58-7025/7028 and 62-3603/3608. They were redesignated as U-10A on 18 
September 1962, under which designation production continued. The serials 58-3093/3096 were used for cancelled aircraft 
although there have been suggestions that only the first one was cancelled. It has also been suggested that the Super Courier 
was originally designated as L-24A.  
            
Refer also to L-24, U-10 

 

 

 


